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Historical Relationships
E. Sapir's Na-Dene originally consisted of Haida, Tlingit and Athabascan, and Eyak
was later added to this group.

We have now been able to demonstrate that Tlingit, Eyak and Athabascan are without
doubt related, but that the relationship with Haida is doubtful at best. So we have
proposed a new name for the language family consisting of Athabascan, Eyak and
Tlingit, namely Tlina-Dene. This is based on the Athabascan, Eyak and Tlingit words
for person.

Proto-Athabascan: *d0ne: "person"
Eyak: lila:' "man"
Tlingit: tin-git "person"

from earlier lina-git (git is Haida for "child")

Eyak I regularly develops from earlier n , so Eyak Ilia:' "man" regularly corresponds
to Tlingit *tlna , evidently the original word for "person", referring also to "The People",
that is, the original Tlingit of the interior.

When a "tina" man married a woman of a different tribe (such as a Haida or
Tsimshian), their children would be referred to as "Lina-git", that is, "Child of the Lina".
As the Tlingit became more and more intermarried in the process of becoming a coastal
nation, these children ofmixed ancestry became the majority, and eventually the name
"Lina-git" came to symbolize the emergence of the Tlingit among the prosperous
nations of the Northwest Coast.

Therefore in the new name Tlina-Dene , the first part (Tlina) refers to the two coastal
nations (Tlingit iina and Eyak lila:', originally meaning "person") and the second part
refers to the widespread Athabascan family (Dene). This term has the advantage of
being similar to E. Sapir's term Na-Dene , but the change of Na- to Tlina-
emphasizes that Haida is no longer included in this ancient family of languages.

To sum up:

Tlina-Dene

Athabaskan

Eyak

L Tlingit

does not include Haida (an isolated language).
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Tlingit Orthographies during the American Period

Many of the early European explorers gathered at least a few words and phrases in the
native languages they encountered in their journeys. These words and phrases were
not written in any systematic way, as a rule, but impressionistically, with little or no
appreciation of unfamiliar sounds. Most of these explorers described the sound systems
of the Northwest Coast languages such as Tlingit as "harsh" and "guttural", and made
no secret of their distaste for these languages. Their purpose in documenting the
languages was motivated by a desire to establish profitable trade relations with these
native people; most of them had little or no interest in the languages per se.There were
notable exceptions, however, in particular the Russian Orthodox priest Father Ivan
Veniaminov, who later became Bishop Innocent and is now St. Innocent. Hewas
genuinely interested in the languages and cultures of the people among whom he
preached, and madea good start at distinguishing the various unfamiliar soundsof
Tlingit.

In the American period, the linguistic documentation of the Tlingit language became
more precise and detailed. In 1904, the missionary William A. Kelly and Francis H.
Willard, a Chilkat Tlingit, published their Grammar and Vocabulary of the Tlingit
Language of Southeastern Alaska, at the same time as ethnologist John R. Swanton
collected Tlingit myths, histories, songs, clan names and the like under the supervision
ofthe "father ofAmerican anthropology" Franz Boas. It was unfortunate that these
teams did not collaborate; together they could have gained a much deeper
understanding of Tlingit. Kelly and Willard succeeded in identifying all contrasting
consonants except dl and tl', and their transcriptions are virtually perfect except for
tone, and distortions based on Kelly's insistence on "Websterian orthoepy". Swanton
had a much less evolved understanding of the sound system; his transcriptions are
often difficult to decipher.

In 1914 Boas himself worked on Tlingit with Louis Shotridge (Stuwukha), also a Chilkat
Tlingit. They achieved a complete phonological analysis, identifying all the consonants,
vowels, and tone as well. However, there are sometimes errors of transcription due to
Boas misperception of the vowel system. He distinguished the vowels as reduced a e
Lu as opposed to full a e i u , evidently identifying the difference as one ofvowel
quality: actually, the crucial distinction is that of vowel length; the vowels a e i u
(and the rare o) can occur long or short. It is true that in most Northern dialects, and
particularly the Chilkat dialect, short vowels are pronounced more lax than long vowels:
kats "lime" sounds like English "cuts", and hit "house" sounds like English "hit".
These vowels are nevertheless clearly short. Long vowels are usually tense, but in the
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Northern dialects, particularly Chilkat, stem-final long low i and u tend to be
pronounced lax, as in ye yati, where the last syllable can sound almost like the Irish
pronunciation of "tea" / tii / or even with a completely lax vowel / ti •/.

At any rate. Boas not infrequently confuses the "lax" and the "tense" vowels with each
other. Naish and Story, on the other hand, distinguish stem vowels correctly, but do not
consistently distinguish the length of prefixal vowels; they often write "oo" for both
short u and long ij in prefixes, and sometimes also "ee" for both i and i. This is
the only flaw in their spelling system.

Another problem with the vowel system is that the vowels of suffixes endingwith -i / -u
(as the possessive suffix), the decessive suffix -in / -un, the prohibitive suffix
-ikh / -ukh, and the postposition -de "to, toward" can be pronounced short, half-long or
fully long. Such suffixes are underlyingly long; but are fully long only in emphatic and
deliberate speech. More usually the suffix vowel is half-long, but it can also be
pronounced completely short.

The same is true of enclitics like tsu/ tsu "also", tsa/tsa "only then", khu.a/khu.a
"however", aya / aya "this is awe / awe "that is ..." and the like, as well as some
very particles like de / de "already", tie / tie "just (then)", ch'u / ch'u "even". This
variability in the length of many of the most common suffixes and short words is one of
the main motivations behind the Interior Tlingit system ofwriting both the short and the
long vowel with the same symbol ( a e i u ) and indicating vowel length together with
vowel tone by means of diacritics.

In this way, words are written with the same letters even if the length ofthe final syllable
can vary from speaker to speaker or even from sentence to sentence. The variable
length is distinguished simply by thechoice of diacritic, which does not stand in the way
of the readability of the word. Simply stated, the Interior Tlingit orthography is easier to
read and it is easier to learn to write than the Coastal Tlingit orthography.

Following is a comparative chart of the Tlingit orthographies that have been used in the
century. Five of them are "scientific" orthographies and four of them are "practical"

orthographies.

Leer's "practical scientific" orthography is designed for the Tlingit, Eyak and
Athabascan languages, as well as neighbouring languages such as Haida and
Tsimshian. Very few special symbols are allowed: accented vowels, y and I, all of
which are found on standard fonts. (In email, all these may be avoided by using e.g. /a
for a, \a for a, and '^a for a, as well as y" for y and L for t.)
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Comparative Chart of Tlingit "Scientific" Orthographies

Obstruents

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

d d d d d

t t' t t t

t! f t^ t' t'

L L X X dl

L L X X tt

L! L' X' X' t+'

+ + +

L! +' f +'

dz dz 3 3 dz

ts ts c c ts

ts! ts c^ c' ts'

s s s s s

s!
7

s s^ s' s'

dj dj 3 3 dzh

tc tc c c tsh

tc! tc c^ c' tsh'

c c
w

s s sh
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Comparative Chart of Tlingit "Practical" Orthographies

Obstruents

Kelly &
Willard'

Nalsh &
Story^

Coastal
Orthography^

Interior
Orthography^

d d d d

t t t t

dt t' t' t'

dl dl dl dl

tl tl tl tl

dl tl' tr tl'

hi 1 1 \

DL 1' 1' t'

ds dz dz dz

ts ts ts ts

dts ts' ts' ts'

s s s s

sz s' s' s'

j j j j
ch ch ch ch

dj ch' ch' ch'

sh sh sh sh
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Obstruents (cont)

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

g g g g g

k k' k k k

k! R k^ k' k'

X [!!] 2 X X X X

q! X x^ X' X'

g".g° g7...k"' gW gW gw

k", k° k"' kw kw kw
k!", k!° k" k?w k'w k'w

X" , x° X" XW XW
XW

q!",q!° X" X?w X'w x'w

g g G G G

q q' q q q

q!
7

q q' q' q'
X [!!] ^ X X X X

q!
->

X X' X'

g", g°
1 1

g"
—!

GW CW Gw

q" ,q° q"' qw qw qw

q!" ,q!° q" q?w q.w q'w
X" , x° X"

XW XW Xw

q!\q!° X" X7W X'W X'w
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Obstruents (cont)

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

g g g g

c k k k

g' k' k' k'

CH X X X

g^ x' X' x'

gw gw gw gw

kw, k°° kw kw kw

g'w, g'°° k'w k'w k'w

CHW, CH°° xw xw xw

x'w x'w x'w

g g g gh
k k k kh

k' k' kh'

'h X X xh

g x' X' xh'

gw gw gw ghw
qu kw kw khw

kw, k°° k'w k'w kh'w

'hw, 'h°° . xw xw xhw

gw, g°° x'w x'w xh'w
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Obstruents (cont)

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

(no symbol) "j

? ? 7

(lacking) (lacking) ?w 7w

h h h h h

h", h° (lacking) h W h w hw

Sonorants

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

y y y y y

y- y- (lacking) y y
w w w w w

n n n n n

m m

Notes

Note 1:

Note 2;

Syllable final non-glottalized stops are usually released, but they are
not aspirated, so underlyingly they are plain stops. They are written as
plain stops in Naish and Story's and in Leer's scientific orthography; in
the other orthographies they are written (incorrectly) as aspirated
stops. Therefore in the Tlingit practical orthographies:

syllable-final d is written t
syllable-final dl is written tl
syllable-final dz is written ts
syllable-final j is written ch
syllable-final g is written k
syllable-final gw is written kw
syllable-final gh/g is written kh/k
syllable-final ghw/gw is written khw/kw

Be careful not to get confused bySwanton's use of x and x. Swanton
uses ^ for the velar fricative, which Boas and Shotridge write as x ;
Swanton uses x for the uvular fricative, which Boas and Shotridge
write as x .
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Obstruents (cont)

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

(no symbol) • . ,

(lacking) (lacking) .w .w

h h h h

wh (lacking) hw hw

Sonorants

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

y [note 3] y y y

(lacking) (lacking) y (ory) y [note 5]

W [note 4] w w w

n n n n

1 (rare) 1 [note 6]

m (rare) m [note 6]

Notes

Note 3: Kelly and Willard use
T In place of ay (Coastal aay, Interior ay / ay)

Note 4; Kelly and Willard use
u in place of yoo (Coastal yoo, Interior yu / yu )
au in place of aw (Coastal aaw, Interior aw / aw)

Note 5; The sonorant y does not occur in most modern Tlingit; it is regularly
replaced by y.

Note 6: The sonorants I and m only rarely occur as distinctive sounds in
modern Tlingit.
In Coastal Tlingit, I is heard from some older speakers as a variant
of n.
The sonorant m is common only in Teslin Tlingit.
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Vowels

Short

Swanton Boas &
Shotridge

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation
Leer "Practical
Scientific"

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

A , a a & A A a a a
r

a

e , e e
r

e 6 € e
r

e e e
^ •

i , 1 L L L L 1
r

1 1 1

U , 0 [note 1] 0 U U 0 u U u
r

U

Long

Swanton Boas &
Shotridge

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

a [note 2] a a a a a- a- 3 a; a:

e 0 e e e e- e- ^ e: e:

T
X

1
r

1 i
r

1 i- I- ^ 1:
r

1:

U , 0 [note 1] U U u U u- u- 3 u; u:

Notes

Note 1: Swanton uses short o and long 5 instead of u and u especially
next to a uvular consonant, where the vowel tends to be affected by
the uvular.

Note 2: Swanton uses long a in place of a next to a rounded consonant;
moreover, he does not indicate the rounding of the consonant. (I think
Boas sometimes writes ? for such a vowel.

Note 3: Leer distinguishes two types of long high-tone vowels: (1) those that
are long in Tongass Tlingit are written a- , etc. in his composite
orthography; (2) those that are glottalized in Tongass Tlingit are
written a' etc. in his composite orthography. Also, long low vowels are
written a', etc. in his composite orthography if they are fading vowels
in Tongass Tlingit.
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Vowels

Short

Kelly & Early Naish & Coastal Interior
Willard Story Orthography Orthography

/oiA^ tone high low high low high
tone tone tone tone tone

u u
r

U a a a
r

a

e e e e
r

e e e

1 1
-r

1 i 1 i 1

do 0
f

0 u u u u

Long

Kelly & Early Naish & Coastal Interior
Willard Story Orthography Orthography

low tone high low high low high
tone tone tone tone tone

a a , a a aa aa
X

a a

a el , el ei ei ei e e

e ee , ee ee ee ee 1 T

00 00 , 60 60 00 60
>

u

Notes

Note 4: Early Naish and Story add a "helper" h (which is not pronounced) to a
single vowel at the end of a word, e.g.

t'uh for t'a "king salmon"
t'ah for (Coastal) t'aa , (Interior) t'a "board"

Note 5: Naish and Story write low tone with the grave accent only on the stem
vowel. Otherwise they use no tone mark for a low vowel.
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Vowels

Three of the vowels have changed in the Coastal Tlingit orthography established by
Naish and Story - see Vowels (1).

u

a

0

a

aa

u

This gives the vowel system in Vowels (2), currently used for Coastal Tlingit.

Also, in the earliest Naish-Story orthography, one-letter vowels were followed by silent
h at the end of the word. So for example what is now written a daa "around it" in
Coastal Tlingit (Interior Tlingit a da )was earlier written
uh dah.

Coastal Tlingit 1 Coastal Tlingit 2

(original Naish-Story system) (revised Naish-Story system)
u a a aa

e ei e ei

i ee i ee

0 00 u 00

'fcyjics in 'fCingit Ver6 System andOrtkograpkies -T-JStC -2007 Tage 14
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Comparison between Coastal and Interior spellings of vowels, illustrated
with the vowel a :

Naish-Story Coastal Tlingit Interior Tlingit

short low u a a

short high u a a

long low a or a aa
N

a

long high a aa a

Example words and sentences

Naish-Story Coastal Tlingit Interior Tlingit

1 am fine xut yuk'ei xat yak'ei xhat yak'e

me xut xat xhat

root xat xaat xhat

fish, salmon xat xaat xhat
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Tl'anaxidakhw

Don Cameron xh'edaxh sh katnik,
JohnR. Swanton-ch kawshixidi, 1909,
Tlingit Texts andMyths, pp. 292-3

Ak'wx' ayii ye yati kha,
a kade wugut gangha.

A yaxhde ya nagudi ayu
awsitin shawat
yu a digiyge sh wudlihash.

Du shaxhawii ye kwdliyat'.

Ch'akw altmi aya awsitin
ye kwdzigeyi a at yatx'i.

Axh a wushat nelde.

Yan khukashghit ayii awaxhex'w.

Xhach Tl'anaxidakhw yadi asiyu.

Tat awe yii anxh'atuxh yawagut,
kha wakh ke akawajel.

Ya khega.a yu shawat yat awa.u.

Ts'utat ayu ya shandanuk,
du -xham! nel uwagut atk'atsk'u ye xh'ul'kulige.

Xhach kha waghi asiyu ashawiihik.

Ldakat yu khu.u, kha waghi ayu axh ke akawajel.

Wutsagha ash jihu yu shawat.

Ash xhani nel uwagut yu atk'atsk'u.

T'ovuopics in T'dngit VerS System andOrtkograykies -YI^LC -2007 q^age 16



The Story of the Tl'anaxidakhw

as told by Don Cameron
and written by John R. Swanton, 1909
Tlingit Texts andMyths, pp. 292-3

There was a man at Auke Lake;
he went to the lake for firewood.

As he was coming to the shore
he saw a woman
floating by herself in the center of [the lake .

She had long hair.

While watching her for a long time, he saw
small children.

He took one of them home.

When it was fiilly dark the people went to bed.

But actually it was the Tlanaxidakhw's child.

During the night it went through the town
taking people's eyes out.

Toward dawn a woman had a child.

In the morning [as] she was getting up
in came a child with a big belly.

Actually it was full of the people's eyes.

All those people, it had taken out their eyes.

That woman had a cane.

The child came into her house.
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Tl*anaxidakhw (cont)

Du wakhde ya gashich,
ch'u tie duwutsaghayich yut akultakhch.

Daxh.a ye nasgit akakawlitakh.

Ts'as kha waghi'ch shawlihi'k.

Hi'tx'i tuxh yawagiit yu shawat ajakhdaxh.

Adaxh ayu sh dade ye jiwdine.

Du yatk'u awaya ch'a kugeyiyede.

"Tl'anaxidakhwxh xhat guxhsati," yu yawakha.

Yekh ghagiidm yak axha nuch.

Wush ghede atsuw nuch yii yak nux'u.

Ch'a at anagutch,
ch'a an axh'awu.aych du yatk'u.
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The Story of the TFanaxidakhw (cont)

It kept reaching out for her eyes
but every time she just batted [its hands] away with her cane.

The second time [it came afterher], she skewered its [swollen belly].

It was just fiill of human eyes.

The woman went through the houses after she killed the child [and found all the
corpses].

After that she put a bunch of clothing on.

Sheput her babyon her back andpacked it off, wandering aimlessly.

"I am to be the Tl'anaxidakhw," she said.

When she went down on the beach, she would eat mussels.

She would put the mussel shells one inside the other.

She is always just walking around,
and as she does, she pacifies her little baby.
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Notes on Tl'anaxidakhw :

1. As seen in this text, turn ofthe century Sitka had the sound y,which ispronounced
like wbut with the lips unrounded. It isquite similar to the ghofthe neighboring
Athabascan languages, where ghis a velar approximant, that is to say (1) not uvular
but with the tongue poised near the roof ofthe mouth, and (2) phonetically not a velar
fricative, but articulatedwith the tongue too far from the roof of themouth to cause air
turbulence, sothat no rasping sound ismade when pronouncing gh.
(As far asI know, inAthabascan languages where gh isvelar, it is always phonetically
an approximant, like 1, eventhough it behaves morphophonologically likea voiced
fricative. In otherAthabascan languages, gh is a either a voiced uvular fricative or a
uvularapproximant that behaves like a voiced fricative.)

2. a ka here refers to the lake area: a kade to the lake rather than onto the lake.

3. sh wudlihash literally means she caused herselftofloat, meaning that she wyis
keepingherself in a floating posture.

4. ^ xh'atii is unattested elsewhere: an xh'atuxh yawagut went through the town. It
seems tobea variant of an xh'ayi. Compare hitx'i ttbdi yawagut went through the
houses. Outside this construction, hit tii (or hitx'i tu) doesn't seem to occur; instead
one says hit yi inside the house.

5. xhach is a variant of xhaju actually, which inmost dialects is khaju or
khach.

6. kha waghf ashawlihik is unusual, perhaps actually a causative meaning had it (his
stomach)full ofhuman eyes. Amore usual way to say this is kha waghich shawlihfk
(his stomach) wasfull ofhuman eyes. This occurs further down in the text.

7. Wutsagha ash jihu is remarkable in two ways. First, ...jihii preserves the oldform of
the predicate locative, namely -hu after a vowel but -u after a consonant. This same
form isnow found exclusively inthe Carcross dialect as represented by Lucy Wren.
The restofTlingit has ...jiwu, with thepredicate locative suffix (-)wu.
Second, this is the only example I have found where precedent third person pronoun
ash occurs unopposed to another third person. Most people nowadays would say
Wutsagha du jiwu, with the ordinary human third person pronoun du. I suppose that
Mr. Cameronuses this pronounhere so as to disambiguate the reference: the woman
has the cane, not the child.

8. ya gashich is a progressive habitual, reac/zmg owr.
9. akakawlitakh isnot elsewhere recorded. The first ka- visualizes the belly as a small

round object, like an abscess, that burstswhenpoked.
10. sh dMe ye jiwdine is not elsewhere recorded. It sounds like it would be used of

dressing in preparation for war, and so also here it could characterize the woman as in
effect dressing for battle, putting onasmany clothes as possible, knowing that she
would never return andwouldalwaysbe walkingthe earth.
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Notes on TFanaxidakhw (cont):

11. ch'a kugeyiyede is not elsewhere recorded. Today people usually say ch'a kugeyi
any old way, any which way.

12. Wush ghMe atsuw nuch refers specifically to fitting one shell inside the curve of
the next shell. Whenever people saw stacksof shells on the beach, they would look
around to see if they could find the Tl'anaxidakhw and securea blessing from her.

13. Ch'a at anagiitch literaWy mestns Aperson is alwaysjust walking around (perfectiye
habitual). Perhaps a better translation would be There's always someone just walking
around [on the beach].

14. Ch'a an axh'avvTi.aych: axh'awu.aych is the perfective habitual of axh'ayawa.a she
pacified (her baby), kept itfrom crying bynursing it, feeding it, caressing it... Ch'a
an most often means nevertheless, but Swanton gives the meaning at the same time.
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TAX'A ANAXH SHUKAWSIXI YE

Stuwukhachkawshixidi, 1914
Franz Boas, Notes on the Language ofthe Tlingit Indians (1917), pp. 168-9

Ghunana khuwa.u.

Has du xhux' awe khut jiwaha hat kasaya.

Ch'u tie ghunaye wugudidaxh
tlel lingit yaxh wuti.

Ch'u du tla tsii tlel at yaxh a da tuwuti.

Ch'a tlakw at gutut nagutch kanals'akw kha ts'utsgux' sani in.

Ch'a ya nalgeni yaxh awe desgwach uxhi at gutude.

Wa nani sawe du in wu.Mi atk'atsk'u ghut nel uwagiit.

"Gusu i in a khu.a?" du tlach xh'ewawus'.

Ts'as "Gushe awe," yan awlijakhw.

Ch'a kagenaxh awe desgwach tsu khut a wdzigit atk'atsk'u,
desgwach tsu khut a wdzigit.

We at kasayek' tsu desgwach ya yinayat' at gutude.

Du kak has dax'uninaxh has yati.

Hasch khu.a de has ayakhit has du kelk',
ch'a an awe du tlach tlel a utxachxh du yitk'.
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The origin of the mosquitoes

written by Louis Shotridge, 1914
Franz Boas, Notes on the Language of the Tlingit Indians (1917), pp. 168-9

A group ofAthabascans were living [somewhere].

Among them some kind of alien being was bom to a woman.

Even from the time he began to walk
he was not like a human being.

Even his own mother had a strange feeling about him.

He was always out in the woods killing squirrels and small birds.

As he got older he started spendingmore andmore nights in the woods.

One time he camehomewithout the boy whohad gonewith him.

"Where is your companion?" his mother asked him.

He simply insisted on answering, "How should I know?"

Over a long period of time first one boy was lost
and then another.

That little alien being spent more and more time in the woods.

He had four maternal uncles.

They were suspicious of their nephew,
but his mother never gave up on her son.
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Tax'a anaxh shukawsixi ye (cont)

Ch'u nanaxh akhini awe ghakh nel awaya.

Tledahin du tla tlaxh du tuwii sigu du yitk'i kaxh,
du kak has khu.a awe ch'a ash uwakhit.

Yan at xha awe du tlach ye yawsikha,
"Axh yitk', gusa tlaxh I yu kha shadu.us'gun.

Hande, i shat khukhahadi."

Wa sa kha tla kha ku.ank'u nuch
a yaxh awe tut ashawati du yitk'.

Tie a shade ya nashini in awe ash xetkat shawudit'exh'.

"Tlega de! Tlaxh khutxh xhat kaysixhan!"

Tie kaxh dakh shawaxi'x we shawat.

We Ts'axi'chk'i khu.a tie gant wujixix.

GwM! ch'u tie gwaya du xetka yan uwa.a hat in chunet xh'edi.

Tie tlel tsu wudasa.

Ch'u tie asgfwe du shakwk'utuwu a hat in we Ts'axichk'i.

Ch'u tie du tla awujaghidaxh hu khu.a tie tie! tsu wudustin.

Ch'a yikawayat'i yaxh awe
desgwach lingit tlanx' al'uni tsu tlel haxh u.at.

De tlaxh khudaxh ya kha shunaxixi awe,
wush in wudi.Mi wuch in a tlenaxh hat a uwagiit.

Ch'a huch awe tsa khun akawanik,
"Ts'axichk'ich khudaxh ya shunabcfxi we ant akhini."

Ch'u tie daxh awdunugu tuxh awe wuligas' we Ghunana.

Ch'u adaxh aya tlel yankaxh ha ulgas'xh.
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The origin of the mosquitoes (cont)

One time] when they were sitting quietly at home, he came home paclcing a lynx.
That one time his mother was happy for her son,
buthis uncles just got [more] suspicious of him.

When he finished eating hismother said to him,
"My son, why have you gone so long without washing your hair?

Bring [your head] over here so I can run my fingers through your hair."

Just as a mother babies her child,
so she took her son's head in her hands and drew it to herself

Butjust as shewas reaching out forhis head, he rammed his head into her chest.

"Begonenow! You are making too much of a fuss overme."

The woman just fell over backward.

Little Ts'axi'chk'i then ran outside.

But look! they could see some kindof flint arrowheads stuck in her chest.

She breathed no more.

It seemed that little Ts'axi'chk'i had some kind offlint in his little scalp.
After hekilled hismother, he was no longer to be seen.

Over a long period of time
one by one, adult hunters wouldn't come back [fi-om hunting .

Now when far too many people were going missing,
ofa pair of fi*iends who had gone out together, [only] one came home.

It was he himselfwho finally told the people,
"It is little Ts'axichk'i who is killing offthe townspeople."

As the realization sank in, the Athabascans moved away.

Ever since then, we have never lived permanently in one place.
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Notes on Tax'a anaxh shukawsixi ye:

General. The most characteristic feature ofthe Chilkat dialect is the replacement ofmost
instances oforiginal short e by short a, as in lingi't tlanx' adults, which is lingit
tlenx' inmost Tlingit. This is seen a number of times in the text. However, the Chilkat
dialect does have short e from two sources: first, from cases where original i is
lowered to e before a uvular consonant, e.g. awat'exh' pounded it with a rockor other
heavy object; inTlingit dialects further south this is pronounced awat'i'xh'. (A
derivativeform at shawdit'exh' rammedhis head into it, headbutted it is found on
line 25.) Chilkat short e is also found inparticles and enclitics originally ending in
long e, such as the particles tie (from tie) just, just then and gushe (from original
*gushe ) I don't know.

Another feature of the Chilkatdialect is the pronunciation of short a after a rounded
consonant. Here short a is rounded to the point where it sounds almost like short u.
Mr. Shotridge in fact writes this vowelas u or u (like shortu), but I am not convinced
that Cwa is in fact completely indistinguishable from Cu. Anexample from this text is
desgwach gradually, bydegrees more and more, which Mr. Shotridge writes as
desguch.

Line 2. hat kasaya would be said atkasaye by most speakers. The vowel e is found,
however, in at kasayek' little alien being (with thevowel lengthened before
diminutive -k') in line 13.

The word hat seems no longer to be used or even recognized, although Mr. Shotridge
uses it rather often inthis text, including here and lines 29 and 31. It is a prenominal
modifier meaning some kind of...; Mr. Shotridge translates it as a certain.... It implies
that the noun in question issomething unknown, not encountered inordinary day-to
day experience, e.g. hat in refers to something that at first glance looks like flint but
is somehow different.

Line 6. ts'iitsgux' sani little birds inthe Chilkat dialect corresponds to ts'itsgux' sani inmost
Northern Tlingit. Kanals'akw kha ts'utsgiix' sani in isa verbal noun meaning killing
squirrels and little birds; compare a.in is killing them. (This in just happens to look
like themuchmorecommon postposition in with.)

Line 17. Louis Shotridge vmtes khakh ; this may well bethe old Chilkat pronunciation of
gh^ lynx.

The implication here is that littleTs'axichk'i came bursting into thehouse and
disturbed the peace by acting more aggressive than usual. This isprobably what put
his uncles onguard. Apparently the aggression went unnoticed by his mother, who
was instead pleased withher son's gift, andproud of his prowess as a hunter.

Line 21. I'm not sure about the frame particle giisa, used with negative 1 to mean why.. .not...?
(Gusa is from gii sa where?)

Here the mother addresses her son obliquely with the fourth person (indefinite human)
pronominals kha and du-, literally. My son, why did onego so [long] without
washing one's head/hair? But even the fact that she addressed him as her little child
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wasno doubt offensive, even insulting, to little Ts'axichk'i, because he hadjust proved
himself an adult, andmothers were not supposed to talk directly to their adult sons in
those days.

Line 24. tut ashawati, literally tookhis head to herself.

Line 25. A contemporary English translation of ash xetkat shawdit'exh' would be/ze
headbutted her chest (specifically, her breastbone).

The precedent pronoun ash refers to littleTs'axichk'i's mother, who precedes
Ts'axichk'i here. In line 19, however, ash refers to Ts'axichk'i, who in this context
precedes his uncles.

Line 26. Tlega de! Begone (now)! or Enough already!

Line 30. Tlei tsu wdasa. She didn't breathe again/any. more. She was already dead.
Line 31. du shakwk'utuvm a there is/are some in his littlescalp,-wheis du shakwk'utu his

little scalp is the diminutive of du shakwtu hisscalp. Thediminutive prefix is
inserted inside the compound noun shakwtu/sha+gu+tii/ hair+base+inside,
figuratively the hair-forest, referring literally to the surface at the base of the hairs of
the head, just as at gutu theforest refers to the ground at the base of the trees.

The diminutive suffix often occurs in this text referring to Ts'axichk'i, perhaps because
he was physically small, and perhaps to express contempt for him and for the vicious
little critters he spawned as his final act of vengeance against mankind. This text ends
with these words:

We k^'t' khu.a tie tax'axh wusiti. A aya ch'u Ts'axichk'i kal't'i aya yidat lingit
asxha.

But the ashes became mosquitoes. And so even now little Ts'axichk'i's ashes eat
people.

Line 38. Ts'axichk'ich khudaxh ya shunalxixi.. is a subordinative progressive with -i, which
is unusual in a main clause. Here khudaxh might be a shortened form of khudaxh
from thepeople, i.e.Ts'axichk'i is causing people to vanish from the community (
khudaxh ). Apparently little Ts'axichk'i was bythis time so indifferent to thepeople's
reaction as to publicly admithis crimes. Hewouldn't have daredto say this unless he
had cometo the conclusion that the townspeople couldn't do anything do him^ and
apparently they came to the same conclusion, because from then on they never stayed
long in one place.

Mr. Shotridge writes what looks like ^t akhinf, a variant of the usual word ^t
khinf townspeople, literally those sitting/dwelling in town.
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The Gospel according to St. John, 1:43-51
Naish and Story

Jesus-ch wooxooxoo Philip kuli Nathanael
(Jesus calls Philip and Nathanael)

43. Yuh it ah yukyee Jesus doo toondutanee yei wootee Galilee kah-dei
n'gugoot. Jesus Philip kux koowushee; yei uh yawsikah, "Xan nu.uh."

44. Bethsaida kwan-x sitee Philip. Andrew ux' yei yutee, kuh Peter tsoo.
45. Philip Nathanael kux koowushee; an uh kawuneek,
"Doo kux koowtoowushee weh Moses-ch uh dat kuwo'oshxeedee ah,
weh uh kah kootoodziteeyee yoox'utungee x'ox'oo kux';
weh Dikee Ankawoo x'ei-tx ut kuneekx'ee-ch tsoo koon kawuneek.
Jesus uweh, Nazareth kax, Joseph yeet-x suteeyee."
46. "Dat yuk'eiyee ut suweh. Nazareth kax koodzitee," Nathanael-ch
woowoos'. Philip uh yax' yei yawukah, "Hah goh; gusteen."

47. Jesus-ch uh woosteenee Nathanael doo xun-dei yah nugodee, uh dah
yoo x'eiwutiin, "Weidoo, konux Israel tooyikyudee; tleil sh-wooduyeil."
48. Nathanael-ch x'eiwuwoos', "Wah-nux suweh xut yeesikoo ?" Jesus yei
yawukah, "Tlei weh tleilw asee, fig yoo doowusagoo as k'eet ee.ayee,
ee xw'siteen; ch'uh '1 Philip ee gwuxoo^ee."
49. Nathanael yei ush yawsikah, "Rabbi, wu.eh xah uweh Dikee Ankawoo
doo Yeet, kuh Israel kux' king tsoo."

50. Jesus yei yawukah, "Ee een kuxuneegee, ee xWsuteenee yoo tleikw asee
k'eet ee.ayee, unux ugeh ux eek' eeyuheen ?
Tlux konux uh yah-nux koogeiyee lit yei k'geesuteen."

51. Agah uyuh yei s ush yawsikah, "Uh yux yee een kukwkuneek,
dikee goos' woosh-dux guduk'otsnee, yei guj^^eesuteen Dikee Ankawoo
kookenayee kei nu.udee, tsoo woosh duxeinee-x' yei n'du.udee, ux xun-dei
Doolnokxoo Kah-x xut suteeyee."
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The Gospel according to St. John, 1:43-51
Wycliffe Bible Translators

43. Ya it a yakyi Jesus du tundatani ye wuti Galilee kade
nghagut. Jesus Philip kaxh khuwashi; ye ayawsikha, "Xhan na.a."

44. Bethsaida khwanxh siti Philip. Andrew ax' ye yati, kha Peter tsii.

45. Philip Nathanael kaxh khuwashi; an akawanik,
"Du kaxh khuwtuwashi we Moses-ch a dat kawushxidi a,
we a ka tatudzitiyi yuxh'atangi x'lix'u kax';
we Diki Ankhawu xh'etxh at kanikx'i'ch tsu khun kawanik.
Jesus awe, Nazareth kaxh, Joseph yitxh satiyf."

46. "Dat yak'eyi at sawe Nazareth kaxh khuwdziti," Nathanael-ch wusus'.
Philip a yax' ye yawakha, "Hagu; ghastin."

47. Jesus-ch wustini Nathanael du xhande ya nagudi, a da
yu xh'ewatan, "Wedu khunaxh Israel tuyikyadi; tie! sh wudayel."

48. Nathanael-ch xh'ewasus', "Wanaxh sawe xhat yisiku?" Jesus ye
yawakha, "Tie we tlekhw asi, fig yu duwasagu as k'it i.ayf
ixhwsitin; ch'a 1 Philip ighwaxhuxhji."

49. Nathanael ye ash yawsikha, "Rabbi, wa.e xhawe Diki Ankhawu
du Yit, kha Israel kax' king tsu."

50. Jesus ye yawakh^ "I in kaxhanigi ixhwsatinf yu tlekhw asi
k'it i.ayi, anaxh age axh ik' iyahin?
Tlaxh khunaxh a yanaxh kugeyi at ye kghisatm."

51. Agha aya ye s ash yawsikha, "A yaxh yi in kakkhwanik,
diki gus' wushdaxh ghadak'utsni, ye gaxhyisatin Diki Ankhawu
kukhenayi ke na.adi, tsu wush daxhenix' ye nda.adi axh xhande,
Dulnukxhu Khaxh xhat satiyf."
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Y^lnAwO

Deslin Khwan, 1972
Haa Tuwunaagu Yis,for Healing Our Spirit
NoraMarksDauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer, pp. 172-4

X'egha
axh tuwu yak'e
aya yidat.

Aya ghuna.andaxh
ha xhut has uwa.at.

Tlel tsu has du ixh khutujiyi aya yax'
ha xhut has uwa.at.

Ha ha xhunx'i
aya mtusitin.

Tlaxh x'egha
ak'e khu.u ayu ye yati.

Ha ha tuwu tlaxh dat yaxh sa a kaxh yak'e.

Adaxh ush
ch'a tlakw
ch'a ye yiguwatl'
ye wush tustmch
kha wush yaxh ke tutudatanch,
aa,

aya ye wush tustmji.

Ha ch'a tlaxh a yanaxh aya
tie! tsu a sa ye tusatinch.

Shayadihen we Lingit.
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Y^nawu (cont)

Aya Ghunana yu tsu a daxhduwasakw, de ch'as a awe,
ha tie! ya ha yaxh yu xh'ali.atgi a.

Adaxh has khwa ya yidat ya ha xhu ye s yatiyi a khwa ch'u tie
tie x'egha
ha ani khwani yaxh ahe s yati
ya Me ha xh'enaxh yu s xh'ali.atgi ye.

Ha ch'akw,
ayii ch'akw,
ch'agu khawu
ha ye aya wush wuskuwun.
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Grammar & Vocabulary of the Tiingit Language of
Southeastern Alaska

William A. Kelly and F. H. Willard
1904

pages 733 - 735

To Tell.

Indicative Mood.

Note. - Remember c has the sound of k.

Present

Singular Plural

Cu-' hu-nec , / tell. Cu-too-nec , we tell.

Ce- nec , thou tellest. Cu-ye-nec, you tell.

U-cu-nec , he tells. HQs u-cu-nec, they tell.

Future

Cob-ku-nec , / shall tell. Cu' h-too-nec , we shall tell.

Cu-ge-nec , thou shalt tell. Cu'h-ye-nec, you shall tell.

Uc-gua-nec, he shall tell. Hus-uc-gua-nec , they shall tell.

Perfect

Cu'-'hwa'-nec , 1 told. Cu W -too' - wu' -nec, we told.

Ce -yu - nec', thou didst tell. Cu-ye-nec', you told.

0' -ca -wu' - nec , he told. Hus-u-ca-wu-nec, they told.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer)
William A. Kelly and Frances H. Willard seemed to work well as ateam. The transcriptions are
phonetically near-perfect, so perfect in fact that Isuspect it was Mrs. Willard who wrote the Tlingit
words and sentences. Aside from afew minor defects in the transcription system, all the sounds in
the language are clearly distinguished. The only thing lacking is the tone.

One peculiar spelling is an-kau, lord, chief, which represents ankhawu.

They managed to identify an impressive number ofverb paradigms, but were unable to achieve a
global understandmg of the verb system, evidently because they tried to fit the multifaceted Tlingit
verb system mto arestricted number of categories designed for European languages like Latin and
Greek. It would have been like trying to put aglove on an octopus. To their credit, however, they
correctly identified both the potential and the decessive potential verb modes.

For some reason unknown to me, the fiiture forms given by Kelly and Willard lack the thematic
prefix ka-. Every dialect Iknow ofhas thematic ka- in the future as well, and so did my teacher
Nelly Willard, also aChilkat speaker. Igive the ordinary future forms with thematic ka- in
brackets.

Imperfective (K&W "present")
Du in kaxhamk. I'm telling him.

kaxhanik katunik

kinik kayinik
akanik has akanik

Future
•

Du in kakkhwanik. I'll tell him. I'm going totell him.

kukhanik [kakkhwanik] kaxhtunik [kagaxhtiinik]
kaghinik [kakghinik] kaxhyinik [kaghaxhyinik]
akghwanik [akakghwantk] has akghwanik [has akakghwanik]

Perfective (K&W "perfect")
Du in kaxhw^ik I told him. I've told him.

kaxhwanik kawtuwanik

kiyanik kayiynik
akawanik has akawanik
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Grammar&Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language of Southeastern Alaska (cont)
Pluperfect

Cu-'hu-nec-in , 1had told. Cu-too-nec-Tn', we had told.
Ce- nec-m', thou hadst told. Cu-ye-nec-m', you had told.
U-cu- nec-m', he had told. Hus-u-cu-nec-in, they had told.

Subjunctive Mood.

Future

Cun-'hu-mc-m , if! tell. Cun-too-mc'-m , if we tell.
Cu-ne-mc'-nT, if thou tellest. Cu-nu-ye-nTc-m , ifyou tell.
U-cu-nu-mc'-nT, if he tell. Hus-u-cu-nu-nic'-m , if they tell.

ImperativeMood.

Present

Cu'-nu'-nec, tell thou. Cu'- nu'-ye - nec , tell ye.

InfinitiveMood.

Present

Cu-'hu-nec-i', (me) to tell. Cu-too-nec-i', (us) to tell.
Ce-nec-T', (thee) to tell. Cu-ye-nec-T', (you) to tell.
U-cu-nec-i', (him) to tell. Hus-u-cu-nec-T', (them) to tell.

Future

Coo-ku-nec-T', (me) about to tell. Cu' h-too-necH(us) about to tell.
Cu-ge-nec-T', (thee) about to tell. Cu' h-ye-nec-i', (you) about to tell.
Uc-gua-nec-T', (him) about to tell. Hus-uc-gua-nec-T', (them) about to

tell.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Decessive Imperfective (K&W "pluperfect")
Du in kaxhanigm. 1 was telling him.

kaxhanigm katiinigin

kinigin kayinigin

akanigin has akanigin

Conditional (K&W "subjunctive future")
Du in kanxhamkni at gughashiMi. IfI tell him he'll laugh.

kanxhanfkni kMtiam'kni

kaninikni kanayim'kni [kanaynikni]

akananikni has akananikni

Imperative (K&W "imperativepresent")
Du in kananik. Tell him!

kananik kanayinik [kanaynik]

Subordinative Imperfective (K&W "present infinitive")
Du in kaxlianigi awe anaxh neluwagut du shat. AsI was tellinghim, hiswife came in.
Yak'e khun at kinigi. It's goodfor you to tellpeople things.

kaxhanigi katunigi

kinigi kayinigi

akanigi has akanigi

Subordinative Future (K&W "future infinitive")
Du in kakkhwanigf awe du dl^'ch wu.ix'. When I was about to tell him, his sister called to him.

kukhanigi [kakkhwanigi] kaxhtunigi [kagaxhtunigi]

kaghinigi [kakghinigi] kaxhyinigi [kagaxhyinigi]

akghwanigi [akakghwanigi] has akghwanigi [akakghwanigi]
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Grammar&Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language ofSoutheastern Alaska (cont)
Infinitive Mood.

Perfect

Cu-' hwa-nec-T', (me) to have told. Cu W-too-nec-T', (us) to have told.
Cu-yT-nec-T', (thee) to have told.. Cu-ye-nec-T', (you) to have told.
U-cu-wo6-nec-i(him) to have told. Hus-u-cu-woo-nec-i', (them) to have

told.

Participles.

Present

Cu hu nic , (1 am) telling. Cu-too-mc , (ive are) telling.
Ce-n\c , (thou art) telling. Cu-ye-mc , (you are) telling.
U'-cu-mc', (he is) telling. Hus-u-cu-mc , (they are) telling.

Future

Coo ku nic, 0am) about to be telling. Cu' h'-too' -nTc , (we are) about to be
telling.

Cu ge nic , (thou art) about to be
telling. Cu' h'-ye -nic , (you are) about to be

telling.
Uc'-gua -nic , (he is) about to be telling. HQs -uc -gua'-nTc, (theyare) about to

be telling.

Perfect

Cu -• hwa'-nec -1', (!) having told. Cu 'w'-too'-wu'-nec' -1', (we) having
told.

Ce -yu'- nec' -r', (thou) having told. Cu -ye -nec'-T ', (you) having told.
U-ca-wu-nec-i', (he) having told. Hus'-u'-ca'-wu'-nec' -T', (they) having

told.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Subordinative Perfective (K&W "perfect infinitive")
Yak'e gi du in kaxhwanigi? Is it all rightforme to tell him?
Axh in akawunigich axh tuwii yak'e. I'm glad because he told me.

kaxhwanigi kawtunigi

kayinigi kayiynigi

akawunigi has akawunigi

The following three conjugations are actually attributive forms of the verb; this means that they
modify a noun. The attributive clause, which always ends with the verb, usually precedes the noun
that it modifies. If you compare the attributive forms of the Imperfective and Future to the plain
Imperfective and Future, you will see that the stem is shortened from ...nikor ...nik to ...nik in the
attributive verb form.

Attributive Imperfective (K&W "present participle")
Du in kaxhanik at, What I'm telling him, literally, the thing I'm telling him.
Axh tuwa sigu Me kinik ye. I like the wayyou're telling it.

kaxhanik (at) katunik (at)

kinik (at) kayinik (at)

akanik (at) has akanik (at)

Attributive Future (K&W "future participle")
Du in kakkhwanik at. What I will tell him, literally the thing I will tell him

kukhanik (at) [kakkhwanik (at)] kaxhtunik (at) [kagaxhtunik (at) ]

kaghinik (at) [kakghinik (at) ] kaxhyinik (at) [kagaxhyinik (at) ]

akghwanik (at) [akakghwanik (at) ] has akghwanik (at) [has akakghwanik (at) ]

Attributive Perfective (K&W "perfect participle")
Du in kaxhwmigi at. What I told him, WXcrdXly the thing I told him.
Axh in akawanigi kha awe. That's the person that told me.

kaxhwmigi (at) kawtuwanigi (at)

kiyanigi (at) kayiynigi (at)

akawanigi (at) has akawanigi (at)
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Grammar &Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language of Southeastern Alaska (cont)

OptativeMood.

Present and future.

Cun'-ku'-nec , let me tell. Cu'-nu'h'-nec', let us tell.
LT-cun'-gu'-nec , let him tell. Hus'-u-cun'-gu'-nec , let them tell.

PotentialMood.

Future.

Cun-qua-nec , 1might tell. Cu-nu ' h-tdo-wu-nec , we might tell.
Cun-ge-yu-nec , thou mightest tell. Cu-nu ' h-ye-nec , you might tell.
U-coon-gua-nec , he might tell. Hus-u-coon-gua-nec , they might tell.

Pluperfect

Coon-ku-nec-m', / might have told. Cu-nu "h-too-nec-Tn', we might have
told.

Cun-ge-nec-m', thou mightst have told. Cu-nu 'h-ye-nec-m', you might have
told.

U-coon-gu-nec-m', he might have told. Hus-u-coon-gu-nec-m , they might
have told.
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Kelly aiid Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Hortative (K&W "present and future optative")
Huch akanghanik. Let him tell it.

kankhanik kanaxhtunik

akanghanik has akanghanik

Potential (K&W "future potential")
Lfl axh xh'et yayis.ayfkh, axh tla in has akunghmik. Don't kiss me (or) they might tellmy
mother.

kankhwMik [also kunkhanik] kanaxhtuwanik

kanghiyanik kanaxhyiynik

akunghwMk [also akunghanik] has akunghwanik [also has akunghanik]

Decessive Potential (K&W "pluperfect potential")
Xhwasatinin ush, du in kunkhanigin. IfI had seen him, I would have told him.

kvinkhanigin kanaxhtiinigfn

kanghinigin kanaxhyinigm

akunghanigin has akunghanigin
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Boas Conjugation Markers

From the following chart {GrammaticalNotes on the Language ofthe Tlingit Indians, p 36) it is
apparent that Boas had abasic understanding of the na-conjugation, the gha-conjugation, a^d the
ga-conjugation, and how these conjugation markers can be paired with the gha-"hypothetical"
prefix found in the hortative, potential, and habitual conditional verb modes.
(a) Forms without temporal prefix Indicative; present; continua-

tive.
Forms with prefix w Indicative; historic tense; tran

sitional.
" " «o (n) . . . Inchoative; temporal subordina

tion.
" ' ' ga (ft') \
• • 'fa(») /

• (fuy). .
• • • (^0*)

- $a(a ifav)
" • " nofa (way)

However, Boas apparently did not fully understand how the zero-conjugation fits into this scheme
The zero-conjugation has no marker except u- in the perfective habitual. The zero-conjugation, like

g^-'̂ onj^gations, takes gha-in the hortative, potential, and habitual conditional
llus gha- hypothetical" prefix, without aconjugation prefix before it, is identical in form and
behavior with the gha-conjugation prefix.

The top part of the following chart shows the modes that require the conjugation prefix. The
Imperative, Admonitive, Consecutive, and Conditional modes require the conjugation prefix. So
does the Perfective Habitual mode, but ifthe conjugation prefix is zero, the Perfective Habitual
t^es the prefix u-. The Hortative, Potential, and Contingent modes take the conjugation prefix plus
the gha-"hypothetical" prefix.

(&)

(c)

(d)
(^)
(/)
ide)
(«)
(«)

Temporal subordination.

Future.

Temporal sulwrdination.

Conjugation prefix zero na- gha- 2a-
Imperative
Admonitive
Past Conditional
Future Conditional

(no prefix) na- gha- ga

Perf Habitual u- na- gha- ga-
Hortative
Potential
Habitual Conditional

gha- na- gha- gha- gha-
0

ga- gha-

Conjugation proclitic
Future
(with prefixesea- u- gha-')

(no proclitic) (no proclitic) ye ke

Progressive
(imperfective modewith na-;
other modes with ga-)

ya ya ye ke
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)

The bottom half ofthis chart shows the modes where the conjugation ofthe verb is marked by a
proclitic, that is, aparticle that precedes the main verb word and cannot occur by itself, but only
with averb. The Future mode and the Progressive modes take the proclitic ye ifthe verb belongs
to the gha-conjugation, and they take ke ifthe verb belongs to the ga-conjugation. If the verb
belongs to the zero-conjugation or the na-conjugation, the Future mode has no proclitic, whereas
the Progressive modes take the proclitic ya.

The Future mode is marked by the prefixes ga- u- gha-, in addition to taking the conjugation
proclitics ye or ke. The Progressive mode is likewise marked with a combination ofprefix and
conjugation proclitic. Inaddition to the conjugation proclitic, the Progressive Imperfective is
marked by the prefix na; however, all other modes are marked with the prefix ga- inaddition to the
conjugation proclitic.

Progressive Imperfective: ya nagiit isgoing (along), keeps on going
Progressive Future: ya kghwagut will go along; will keep on going (k-<ga-)
Progressive Habitual: ya gagutch always keeps ongoing
Progressive Imperative: ya gagii go along! keep ongoing!
Progressive Hortative: ya kghagut let's go along! let's keep on going! (k- < ga-)
and so on.

In the following selection (pp. 77-78), Boas takes a number ofImperative and Hortative forms and
divides them into those that take no conjugation marker, those that take ga-, those that take gha-,
and those that take na-. The Imperative forms are further subdivided into those that take no subject
prefix in the singular Imperative and those that take the subject prefix i- or i- in the singular
Imperative. The rule here isthat the second person singular prefix i-or i- is used only ifthe verb
takes a classifier with the d-component. The second person plural imperative always takes the
second person plural subject prefix yi- or yi-, often contracted to y-.

(a) zero-conjugation
jakh kill it!
at shukh laugh!
ke gii come up! (singular)
ke y.a come up! (plural)
nel gii come in! (singular)
ssi.{ cook it!

(a') zero-conjugation with subjectprefix
ke ilghm lookup!
at ayilghm look there! (plural)
nel ilghm look in!
ke ishk'en jump up!
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)
(b) ga-conjugation
gasanu (pick him upand) carry him!
gasatan (pick it up and) carry it (astick)
ga.axh (pick itup and) carry it (a blanket)!
at gashi sing!
ya kaganik go along telling it!

(This form is aProgressive Imperative. Compare the ordinary imperative
kananik tell it!)

gagh^h cry!

(b') ga-conjugation with subject prefix
agiska be lazy!
ya gishix run along!
ya gis.i keep on cooking it (for yourself)!

(The last two forms are Progressive Imperatives.)
(c) gha-conjugation
ghasnexh save him!
ya ghagu walk down! (singular)
ya ghay.a walk down! (plural)

njerfcctlve. Here -gha .s apostposition meaning (searching)for... ,not thtconiagAioti

(c') gha-conjugation with subject prefix
ya aghilghin look down!

(d) na-conjugation
nata go to sleep!
na.in kill them!
nagii go! (singular)
nay.a go! (plural)
yuxh nagu go outside! (singular)

(yan hm! stand! is zero-conjugation)

(d) na-conjugation with subject prefix
yuxh anilghin look outside! (singular)
yuxh anayilghin look outside! (plural)
nishix run!
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)

In the next section, Boas gives a few Hortative paradigms, illustrating how the Hortative is formed
by the conjugation marker plus gha- hypothetical.

zero-conjugation; gha-
ke khagut let me go up
ke ghagut let him go up
ke xhtu.at let's go up
ke has gha.at let them go up

ga-conjugation: ga-gha-
ya kkhagiit let me walk along
ya khagut let him walk along
ya kaxhtu-at let's walk along [for most speakers ya gaxhtu.M]
ya has gagha.at let them walk along

Note: These are actually Progressive Hortative forms, formed with the progressive proclitic ya and
the progressive prefix ga-. The Progressive Imperfective is ya nagiit he is walking (along) .
Hortatives of ga-conjugation verbs do not take proclitics like ya and ke.

gha-conjugation: gha-gha-
ya khakhagiit let me walk down
ya ghaghagut let him walkdown
ya kh^tu.at let's walk down [for most speakers ya gh^htii.at]
ya has ghagha.at let them walk down

Note: The proclitic ya followed by a gha-conjugation verb gives the meaning down . The
Progressive Imperfective is ye nagiit he is walkingdown . (The proclitic ye down found in the
Progressive and the Future modes; everywhere else the proclitic ya down is used.)

na-conjugation: na-gha-
nakhagut let me walk
naghagiat let him walk
naxhtu.at let's walk
has nagha.at let them walk
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis

pages 193-195

8-32 Conjunctive Paradigms

On'y SIX conjunctive perfectives (less than 2per cent of the conjunctives occurring) havebeen found in the narrative text examined (ofwhich two pairs occur in neighbouring sentences) and
ofthese SIX, two nuror perfectives. The conjunctive verb form under consideration is here said to

T" , fj'" '"mediately previous sentence (or previous sentence not removedymore than two sentences) when the verbs contam the same verb theme. Frequently the identity
extends to words of the verbal phrase and to other phrases comprised in the clauses, for example:
Perfective/perfective
(du X^e-X, wuduwAti) / C^As du X^e-X, wuduti / ...
'(They fed her). After feeding her...'

(In the examples of this section, the phrases are set offby commas and the clauses by slashes The
verb phrases are clause final in these examples.)

The phenomenon ofmirroring is characteristic ofconjunctive verb forms. Most commonlv
contenyoraneous verb forms mirror perfectives, conditional verb forms mirror futures (11.212)
(imperfectives), and contingent verb forms mirror frequentatives (10.2124) (non-perfectives):
Perfective/contemporaneous
( CunAye, uwA^Ad ) / Vd, Has ^ad / ...
'(They started off). When they got there ...'
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Naish and Story (by Dr. Jeff Leer)
Constance Naish and Gillian Story have contributed much to our understanding ofthe verb. Their
M.A. theses have much useful information in them; unfortunately, however, much oftheir linguistic
terminology is idiosyncratic and difficult for even linguists to grasp. The richness ofthe Tlingit verb
system, combined with the fact that Tlingit verbal categories are often extremely dijBficult to explain
to the general linguistic public, requires an unusually large linguistic vocabulary. Leer's Ph.D.
dissertation also makes use ofan unfortunately—but necessarily—large number oflinguistic terms.
However, itmay be possible to reduce the terminology to some extent, or at least reduce the load on
the student ofTlingit by "bringing it down toearth."

One place in particular where it is possible to reduce the number oflinguistic terms is inthe
terminology related to the Tlingit verb modes. Tlingit has 13 (!) such verb modes, compared to the 4
or5modes found inmost Athabascan languages. However, 4 ofthese verb modes are very similar
innature; these are called "conjunctive paradigms" by Naish and Story; Leer calls them
circumstantial modes." For these modes in particular it is particularly difficult to remember the
names ofthe modes, and moreover it is possible to simplify the terminology. Inthis book we will
adopt the simplified terminology, adopting the label Conditional in place ofN&S' "conjunctive"
^d Leers "circumstantial". The following chart sets out the simplified terminology and shows how
it corresponds to theterminology inLeer's dissertation and N&S's theses.

Simplified terminology for
the Conditional modes

Leer's dissertation N&S's theses

Perfective Conditional (lacking) perfective conjunctive
Past Conditional consecutive contemporaneous
Future Conditional conditional conditional
Habitual Conditional contingent contingent

Note that N&S recognize a separate "perfective conjunctive" mode that is missing from Leer's
dissertation. The following examples for these modes are taken fi:om pp. 195-197 ofStoiy's thesis.
(Fu^er examples can be found on pp. 399-417 ofLeer's dissertation.) The conditional modes are
typically paired with one ofthe indicative modes. The indicative mode states that something
happened (Perfective), will happen (Future), or happens every time (Habitual Perfective); the paired
conditional mode typically translates as "when" or "after" or (for the future conditional) "if
something happened/will happen/happens eveiy time, as illustrated by these examples.

A. Perfective followed by Perfective Conditional (only one example)

Du xh'exh wuduwati. Ch'as du xh'exh wuduti...
Theyfed it to her. Afterfeeding it to her...

B. Perfective followed byPast Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "after..." plus averb in the past tense

Ghunaye uwa.at. At has at...
They startedoff. When they got there...
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis (cont)

( du Ji-d, wuduwAtf) / du ji-d, duti / ...
'(It was given to him). When it was given to him ...'

( hm-d, awAXfj ) / hm-d, a Xij / ...
'(He threw it in the water). Whenhe tlirew it in the water

(A da-de, CunAye, awA^Ad ) / a da-d, a ^ad / ...
'(They startedoff for it). Whenthey came there ...'

(du XAni, a yAX^JixCx ) / du XAni, a vaXasFx / ...
'(I returned to him). After returning to him...'

(A yCg-HAX Awe, yud sawAxCx ) / a yCg-nAX, yud saxfx /...
'(His head stuckout). Whenhis head stuckout...'

(we ^an iCaya-nAX, yAn uwAqOX)/ we ^an iCaya-nAX, yAn qOX / ...
'(He came in front of the town). When he came in front of the town...'

(du ^fs yA-X, wugud) / wa nAnfs AyA, x^un ^a, du ^fs yA-d, gud AyA /
' (He kept comingto his father). Then after comingseveral times to his father...'

(yA CunAna-j AyA, a wsitin ) / yA GunAna-J, CAstm ...
'(The InteriorIndian sawhim). Whenhew^ seen by the Indian...'

Future/conditional

( A jig'^CAnaC ) / a jinAGni / ...
'(He'll let it go). Whenhe lets it go ...'

(^a-dAX, dag gACiXuf) / ^a-dAX, dag IXOt^ni /
'(You'llpull it ofQ. Whenyoupull it off...'
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Naish and Story (by Dr. JeffLeer) (eont)

Du jit wuduwati. Du jit duti...
It wasgiven to him. When it was given to him...

Hint awaxhich. Hint axhich...
He threw it in the water. When he threw it in the water..

A dMe ghunayi awa.at. A dat a.at...
They started offfor it When they came there [for it]...

Du xhani ayaxhwjixix. Du xhani ayaxhashix...
/ turned and ran backto him. After I turned and ran back to him.

A yiknaxh awe yut shawaxi'x. A yiknaxh yut shaxix...
His headstuck out ofit. When his headstuck outof it..

We an ighayanaxh yan uwakhuxh. We an ighayanaxh yan khuxh.
He stopped infront ofthe town [by boat]. When he stopped infront ofthe town...

Du ish yaxh wugut. Wa nani saya, x'un a du ish yat gut aya...
He kept coming to hisfather. Then after coming to hisfather so many times...

C. Future followed byFuture Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "after..." or "if..." plus averb in the present tense

Ajikghwanakh. Ajinakhni...
He'll let it go. When he lets itgo...

Adaxh dak gaghixhut'. Adaxh dak ixhut'ni...
You'llpull it off. When youpull it off...
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis (cont)

Frequentative/contingent

(Widen, nAdusnij ) / tdAkAd yede, yAn CAdusninin / ...
'(They repair it). When everything isdone ...'

(we Xad, a yig-de Awe, duGij nuj)/yagV, CAdACLjin / ...
'(They pitch the fish in). When the boat has pitched ...'

In addition, when asubordinate verb form is contmgent, the verb form ofthe nuclear clause
IS always frequentative. The converse does not hold.
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Naish and Story (by Dr. JeffLeer) (cont)

D. Habitual followed by Habitual Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "whenever..." plus averb in the present tense or else averb
preceded by "would"

K'iden nadusnich. Ldakat yede yan ghadusninm...
They repair it (every time). When everything isdone...

We xhat a yi'kde awe dughich nuch. Yakwx' ghadaghijin...
Theypitch thefish in. When they havepitched them in theboat..

In the first of these two examples, the first verb is in the Perfective Habitual. In the last example the
first verb is in the Imperfective Habitual (Imperfective plus ...nuch).

Note: This simplified terminology leads to aminor complication when talking about composite
Conditional modes formed by combining averb in the Future mode with afollowing auxiliary verb
in one of the Conditional modes: nikw or nuk (Past Conditional), m'kwni or niikni (Future
Conditional), and ghani'gun or ghaniigun (Habitual Conditional). These very rare composite
modes can be called the Future-in-the-Past Conditional, the Future-in-the-Future Conditional, and
the Habitual-m-the-Future Conditional. As an example, consider the Future-in-the-Future
Conditional on p. 415 ofLeer's dissertation: ye guxhdaxhit nukni when (an animal) is about to
give birth (then itwill behave in a certain way). This Future-in-the-Future Conditional verb form
refers to atime mthe future (in this case, the time when the animal is about to give birth) where
something is going to happen in the even more distant future (in this case, the time when animal
actually does give birth).
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Leer - Past Narrative Sequence

Fll^nhPtll ^ Leer's dissertation, pp. 318-320, taken from one ofMrsElizabeth Nym^snarratives about her life. Here Leer takes asection ofastory set in the oast anddiscusses how the use of the modes is used by the storyteller in such away that the listener canfollow the sequence ofevents even if the stoiyteller digresses from the na^a^veS^^
"he events

the timeline ofastory told in the pastwhich he calls the now-window .Imagine that the story is lilce afilm in that the story is told bv'
moving from scene to scene. In most cases, averb in the Perfective signals that the narrator is
whirh®,l° ^ seene, ormLeer's terminology, opening anew "now-window" relative toettee^ " toperfectives. Futures, and sometime! even other PerJ-ecres',!
(d) Tie at wutuwaxun.
We got ready to go. (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

(e) Sh xhadliti.
/ rejoiced. (Imperfective) ~ same time as (d)

(f)Axh ish xhande gaxhtu.at.
We were going to see myfather, (Future)
(g) du in sh kakkhwadanik.
Iwould [be able to] tell him about myself. (Futare) - in the future from (d)

Tlis scene or "now-window" is signaled by the Perfcctive verb in (d): they got ready to go The
nTc^ 'he narrator is rejoicing at that time. The t^o Future in ff-^indicate that the narrator would see and talk to her father at afiiftne time relative to (d).
(h) Ketl at wakhde wtuwaghi'ch.
We harnessed up the dogs (Perfective)
(i) tie wtuwa.at ade.
and we went there. (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

a-k) WS fi^waneyi tsii xaf4 tflt n™.a, wefS wd S'igaxhshak'wWe^the baby s,t tmtde the shd-that one. S'igaxhshSk'w. (Imperfective) - same time
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Leer - Past Narrative Sequence (cont)

The Perfectives in (h-i) signal a transition to anew scene, where they hhch up the dogs and leave.
At this time the baby is sitting inthe sled, as indicated by the Imperfective.

(1) A at wutuwa.at.
So we arrived there— (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

(m)He', dzlsk'w kwshewe awaj^ axh ish.
My! myfather had killeda moose. (Perfective)
(n) Ldakat a yik.adi awe wdudzi.i.
They had cooked all the innards, (Perfective)
(o) we axh tlak'w khu.a kwshewe sakhnen awsi.i.
[and] my aunt had cooked bread. (Perfective) - in the past from (1)

The Perfective in (1) advances the story, introducing a new scene: they have arrived. The
Perfectives in(m-n-o), however, do not advance the story; in Leer's terms, they do not create new
now-windows. Instead, these Perfectives can be compared to aflash-back in amovie: they refer to a
timepriorto (1). The couple discovers thata moose had been killed anda fine meal had been
prepared (m-n-o) prior to their arrival (1).

(p) ha wdudzi.at.
They led us back[to our seats]. (Perfective) - a new now-window

(q)At tuxha
We ate. (Imperfective) ~ same time as (p)

The Perfective in (p) introduces anew scene: they are seated at the table. The Imperfective in (q)
refers to an activity going on inthe same scene as (p): they are eating dinner.

(r) Yan at tuxha awe, tie we s'lx' tie xhuyaxhwH.us',
After we ate (Past Conditional), I washed the dishes, (Perfective)
(s) tie kaxhwachak has du jiyi's.
andput the awayfor them. fPerfective) ~ a new now-window

(t) Ch'a tlakw axh tut wnixix
I keptpondering (Perfective with Imperfective meaning) - same time as (r-s)
we ade sh kukhasni ye.
the thought ofwhat I was going todo tomyself. (Future)
~ in the future from (r-s)

(u) A ch'u yidadide du kinayegi xhladlekw nich axh ish.
To this very day I thank the guiding spirit ofmyfather. (Imperfective Habitual)
- anaside, referring theabsolute present (that is, the time ofthe storytelling)
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Leer - PastNarrative Sequence (cont)

(v) 6, a yayit tukxhwajet we xana tlen.
Oh, I hadstored up enough inside me [to talk about] all evening long (Perfective) - in the
past from (r-s)

The Perfectives in (r-s) advance the story to anew scene, where she washes and puts away the
dishes. At this time, she is pondering what she is going to do in the future (t). In (u) the narrator
momentarily breaks away from the narrative timeline to explain the present consequences of the
events in the story. She signals that this comment refers to the present time by the words ch'u
yidadide to this very day followed by an Imperfective Habitual verb. Then in (v) she returns to the
narrative timeline, using aPerfective to refer to atime previous to (r-s). While she does the dishes
she is mentally reviewing all the experiences she had previously gone through and wanted to
discuss with her father.

Note: the Perfective in (t) is an example ofaverb that is Perfective in form but Imperfective in
meaning. Ifl happen to say, axh tut (the thought of) it is moving about in my
mind, Iwill be understood to mean that / ampondering something at present. In apast narrative
context, however, this will be understood to mean that I waspondering at the time of that particular
scene in the story, as above in (t).
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Writing System Comparison

Coastal Tlingit

aawaxaa

tieil awuxa

tiel awuxa

aawaxayi at

akgwaxaa

tieil akgwaxaa

woogoot

tieil wugoot

yaa nagut

yaa nagut kaa

gugagdot

tieil gugagoot

Interior Tlingit

awaxha

tiet awuxha

tiet awuxha

awaxhayi at

akghwaxha

tiel akghwaxha

WLigut

tiel wugut

ya nagut

ya nagut kha

gughagut

tiet gughagut

English

he/she ate it

he/she didn't eat it

thing he/she ate

he/she will eat it

he/she won't eat it

he/she went

he/she didn't go

he/she is going (along)

man/personwho is going
(along)

he/she will go

he/she will not go
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Note

Note that in the Interior Tlingit it is easier to recognize the stem of the verb. For
example, compare the stems of the verb, "for one to go".
In Coastal Tlingit the four stem variants are:
goot, goot, gut, gut.

But in Interior Tlingit all four forms are written with the same letters:
gut, gut, gut, gut.
This makes it easier to recognize and read the words.
Note also that there is frequently variation in vowel length in (all) Tlingit. An
example above is the negative word tie* or tiel, English "not".
In Coastal Tlingit these must bewritten with different letters: tieil or tiel.
But in Interior Tlingit both forms are written with the same letters, the only difference
is the accent mark: tlei or tiet.
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Tlingit Verb Modes

The Tlingit verb is extraordinarily rich in complexity. Tlingit has 12 verb modes
indicating mood, tense, and the like. Only 11 of them are now used productively.

Mode

imperfective

Perfective

Perfective

Habitual

Future

meaning prefix(es)

does, is doing -

did wu-

does every time con].-

will do, is going to ga- u- gha-
do

Classifier^ suffix

(I-)

I-

-ch

Potential might do, could do u- conj.- gha- I-

Imperative

Hortative

Admonitive

do! conj.-

let (him/her/them/ conj.- gha-
us/me) do

better not do u- conj.-

Past Conditional after (s/he) did conj.-

(-i)

' Most ofthe modes take the non-I-form ofthe classifier. Only four modes take the I-form ofthe
classifier. The Stative Imperfective and the Perfective take the I-form ofthe classifier only intheir
ordinary affirmative forms. Their negative, decessive, prohibitive and subordinative forms take the
non-I-form of the classifier. The Potential takes the I-form of the classifier in the affirmative and
negative, but not inthe decessive. The Realizational has been found only in the affirmative.
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Mode meaning prefix(es) Classifier^ suffix

Future

Conditional

Habitual

Conditional

Realizational

if / when (s/he) does conj.-

whenever (s/he)
does

did

conj.- gha-

conj.-

-ni

-(n)m

I-

Note: the Realizational mode is virtually obsolete in Modem Tlinglt. Most examples
come from songs.

Note

The Tlingit verb theme is an abstract formula that specifies the elements common
to every form of the verb.

• The verb theme must have averb root. Variable verb roots are indicated by a
tilde ~ after the root. So for example the root .us'~ (wash) is variable, and can
appear as .us', .us' or .us'.

• The verb theme must have aclassifier, immediately before the stem, i.e.
0, , s-. sh-, D-, D-t-, D-S-, D-sh-. Zero classifier is not written. Here is a
chart showing the classifiers, their non-I-forms, and their I-forms.

Classifier 0 1- s- sh- D- D-t- D-s- D-sh-

non-l-form zero i(a)- s(a)- sh(a)- da- \- s- sh-

I-form ya- W- si- shi- di- dli- dzi- ji-
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The verb theme may have thematic preflx(es) such as
ka-, ya-, ji-, xh'e- among many others.

The verb theme specifies transitivity, that is, whether the verb requires a
subject, an object, both subject and object, or neither. The subject is indicated
by _ and the object is indicated by O-. The subject _ comes after the
thematic prefix(es), if any, and before the classifier. The object O- comes
before the thematic prefix(es).

At the end of the verb theme, in parentheses, we indicate the conjugation of the
verb and whether it is a state, an event, or an act. So, for example, the verb for
"wash" is labelled "(na act)"; that is, is takes na- conjugation and is an active
verb.

We will illustrate the various forms of the verb using the theme for "wash":
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Imperfective Mode

Verb theme: O- _.us'~ (na act)

Imperfective stem .usk

Imperfective:

1®* person sing.

2"^^ person sing.

3'"^ person sing.

1®* person pi.

2""^ person pi.

3'̂ ^ person pi.

4*'' person
(indefinite human)

a.us'k

xha.us'k

i.us'k

a.us'k

tu.us'k

yi.us'k

has a.us'k

du.us'k

washes O

he/she is washing it
object =a- (it), subject=zero (he/she),
root =US'-(wash), suffix = -l< (repetitive)

I'm washing it
object =zero (it), subject =xha- (I)

you (one) are washing it
object =zero(it), subject = i- (you)

he/she is washing it
object = a-, subject = zero

we are washing it
object =zero(it), subject = tu- (we)

you (guys) are washing it
object =zero (it), subject =yi- (you plural)

they are washing it
object=zero (it), subject =zero,
"has" indicates plural humans

one (someone) is washing it
or people are washing it
or they are washing it
object =zero (it), subject =du- (indefinite
human)
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Imperfective

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive negative

Prohibitive negative

Subordinative affirm.

Subordinative neg.

a.us'k

tiel u.us'k

a.us'gin

tiet u.us'gin

Ift u.us'gikh
lit i.us'gikh

a.usgi
a.us'gi-ch

\ u.us'gich
a.us'gi-daxh

she/he is washing it

is not washing it
(a- u- U-)

was washing it

wasn't washing it

let him/her not wash it

don't wash it

as she is/was washing it
because she is/was washing it

because she isn't/wasn't washing it
after she was washing it, after she
washed it
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Perfective (like the English past orperfect)
Perfective marl<er: wu-

Note

The affirmative perfective takes the I- form of the classifier, i.e.
ya-, fi-, si-, Shi-, di-, dli-, dzi-, ji-.

Perfective affirm.

Perfective neg.

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

Prohibitive neg. (2 sg)

Subordinative
Perfective affirm.

Subordinative
Perfective neg.

awa.us' he/she washed it {a- wu- ya- .us')
object =a- (it), subject=zero (he/she),
mode = wu- (perfective), classifier =ya-

tlel awu.us' didn't wash it
tiel uwa.us' (Tesiin)

awu.us'in washed it (before something else
uwa.us'in (Tesiin) happened but now it's dirty again)

tiel awu.us'in she hadn't washed it (at the time)
tl§i uwa.us'in (Tesiin)

tiel awu.us'in if only she hadn't washed it /she
ush gi shouldn't have washed it

III awu.us'ikh Don't let him/her wash it!
Ill uwa.us'ikh (Tesiin)

Ill yi.us'ikh Don't wash it!

awu.us'i-ch because she washed it
uwa.us'i-ch (Tesiin)

\ awu.us'i-ch because she didn't wash it
I uwa.us'i-ch (Tesiin)
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Notes

1. Teslin has the prefix combination uwa- where the rest of Tlingit has awu-
2. The prohibitive particle is III ("don't... !")

The negative particle is tiel or tiel ("not") in independent clauses, e.g.
tiel awu.us' "she/he didn't wash it".

The negative particle is I ("not") in dependent clauses, e.g.
I awu.us'ich "because she/he didn't wash it".

Historical Note: III comes from If or ill ("don't!") plus I negative.
tiel comes from tiek' ("no") plus I negative.

3. Subordinative verb forms can take a number of postpositions, such as:

because ... a.us'gi-ch because she/he is washing it
-daxh after... a.us'gi-daxh after she/he was washing it

after she/he washed it

-de or -de until... a.us'gi-de until she/he washed it

-naxh during or around the time that...
a.us'gi-naxh during the time that she/he

was washing it
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Future (like the English future, meaning "will", "shall" or "going to"
do something)

Future markers: ga- u- gha-

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

akghwa.us' will wash it, is going to wash it

tiel akghwa.us' won't wash it, isn't going to wash it

akghwa.us'in was going to wash it

tiel akghwa.us'in wasn't going to wash it

Subordlnative affirm. akghwa.us'i(ch) because she is/was going to wash it

Subordinative neg. I akghwa.us'i(ch) because she isn't/wasn't going to
wash it

Akghwa.us'ich awe tl^ khut uwati. (Teslin)
Because she wasgoing to wash it, she didn't put itaway.
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Perfective Habitual ("every time", "always")

Negative Perfective Habitual ("not yet")

Perfective Habitual markers: conjugation, suffix -ch

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

Subordinative affirm.

Subordinative neg.

ana.us'ch

tlei una.us'ch

ana.us'jin

tiet una.us'jin

ana.us'ji
ana.us'jich

she washes it (every time)
(na = conjugation marker, -ch= habitualsuffix)

she hasn't washed it (yet)

she used to wash it (every time)

she hadn't washed it (yet)

when/after she would wash it
because she would wash it

ch'ut una.us'ji before she washes / washed It

Note

The Imperfective Habitual is formed by adding the auxiliary verb nich (Coastal
nuch ) to the Imperfective. Compare, for example:

Perfective Habitual ana.us'ch

Imperfective Habitual a.us'gi nich

washes it (every time), always
washes it

washes it (every time), is always
washing it

Perfective l-labitual

negative

Imperfective Habitual
negative

tiel una.us'ch hasn't washed it yet

tiel u.us'gi nich doesn't wash it
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The affirmative Imperfective Habitual means nearly the same thing as the
affirmative Perfective Habitual: "(it happens) every time", but can also mean "(it is
happening) every time".

The negative Imperfective Habitual, logically, means that something doesn't happen
time after time. But the negative Perfective Habitual has an unexpected meaninq-
"not yet".
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Potential ("might", "could", "would")
Potential markers: u- , Conjugation, gha-

Note

The potential takes the I- forms of the classifiers (but the decessive potential takes
the non-I- forms).

Affirmative

Negative

literally

literally

literally

ungha.us' he/she mightwash it (not used
in Interior Tlingit)

a- u- na- gha- ya- .us'

tiet ade ungha.us'i ye (khusti)
y

not a way that s/he might wash it there exists

i.e. there exists no waythat s/he mightwash it
(tie! khusti "itdoesn't exist;there is none")

she can'twash it / there's noway
she could / might wash it

tIet .ungha.us'i at
J (khusti)

not a thing that s/he might wash there exists

she doesn't have anything to wash /
there's nothing for her to wash

tIet ungha.us'i kha^ (khusti)

not a person that might wash it there exists

there's nobody to wash it
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Decessive Potential ungha.us'in she would have washed it

Dana Osh du ji ye tiyin, ungha.us'in.
If she had the money, she would /
could / might have washed it.

Imperative

Imperative marker: Conjugation

The singular Imperative has no subject prefix before the classifiers 0, I-,
s-, sh-, but the subject prefix i- (you) occurs before D-, D- i-, D- s-,
D- sh-. The plural Imperative always has yi- (you guys).

sing. na.us' wash it!

pi. n^y.us' (Teslin) wash it (you guys)!
nay.us'

Note

In Teslin,
nay.us' is pronounced nay.us', just as
tay ("fat") is pronounced t^y and
gaw ("drum; clock") is pronounced g^w .
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Hortative Mode (exhortation: "let...")

Hortative markers: Conjugation, gha-

Affirmative

1 sing.

4

angha.us'

naxhtu.us'

nakha.us'

naxhdu.us'

let her wash it
a- na- gha- .us'

let's wash it
na- gha- tu- .us'

na - gha - xha- .us'

let it be washed
na - gha - du- .us'

Hortative with -t or yis ("in order to")

Affirmative

Negative

angha.us'it so that she/he can wash it
angha.us'i yis

I ungha.us'it so that she/he not wash it
I ungha.us'i yis so that she/he wouldn't wash it
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Conditional Modes

Past Conditional - paired with Perfective

Future Conditional - pairedwith Future

Habitual Conditional - paired with Habitual

Perfective

Past Conditional

Future

Future Conditional

Na.at awa.us'. She washed clothes.

Ana.us' awe dak wusitan.
When / After she washed them, it rained.

Na.at akghwa.us'. She will wash clothes.

Ana.us'ni awe aguxhsaxuk.
When / If shewashes them, she'll dry them.

Habitual Perfective Na.at ana.us'ch. She washes clothes, (usually)
Habitual Conditional Angha.us'm awe usxukch.

Whenever she washes them, she dries them.
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AdmonitiveMode (warning: "better not, be careful not to...")

Admonitive marker: u- Conjugation

Admonitive with tse meaning "had better not..."

Nl.us' tse ! You'd better not wash it.

Una.us' tse ! She/he'd better not wash it.

KuMs' tse we xh'an !

You'd better not let the fire go out!
(Watch out;) don't let the fire go out!

Note

UH.us'gikh. Don't wash it.

LW u.us'gikh. Don't let her wash it.

Admonitive with -gha meaning "lest..." or "so that... not..."

Una.us'gha awe khut awa.axh.
Lest she wash it, he put it away.
He put it away so she wouldn't wash it.

Kuk'is'gha awe gan nel ayamii.at.
Lest the fire go out, she brought in firewood.
She brought in firewood so the fire wouldn't go
out.
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Realizational (an obsolete verb mode foundmainly in songs)
Realizational marker: Conjugation

Note

The Realizational is very rare, almost never found in Interior Tlingit. It requires the
I- form of the classifier.

Realizational

Perfective

Progressive

Progressive

Prog. Realizational
(Coastal)

Prog. Realizational
(Interior)

Ye nati, ankhawu xhat ghasha.
Let it be that a rich man marries me.
(Ye nati is a fixed phrase, meaning
"Let it be", an old Realizational)

"Dak gatis'is du tuwu i Yefi."
"Let your Raven's mind blow out to sea."

Dak wulis'is. It blew out. (into the open,
into open water)

Dak nals'is. It is blowing out.

Ya (ha)s na.at. They are walking along.

Deshgi ya s ga.at, deshgi ya s ga.at.
They walked and they walked.

Deshgi ya s ga.at.
They finally came.
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Realizational (cont)

Perfective (Interior)
Perfective (Coastal)

Realizational

Yamtuwadlakh. We made It / we got there / we
Yawtuwadlakh. arrived.

Yantuwadlakh ! We finally made it!

Past Conditional (Teslin) deshgi yantudlakh

Realizational

(from song)

Perfective

when we finally made it

'Axh litak'w has hidi a nakh ye naxhdzigit"
"I have put my grandfathers' house
behind me"

a nakh ye xhwdzlglt
"I have put it behind me"
literally, "I have moved away from it"
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An example of an event verb

dak s-tan~ (event) "it rains"

Perfective

Decessive

Future (will)

Decessive

Perfective liabitual
(every time)

Decessive

dak wusitan

dak wustanm

dak guxhsatan

dak guxhsatanm

dak ustanch

dak ustanjm

Potential (might, could) tiel ade dak uxhsitani
ye (khusti)

Decessive dak uxhsatanm

Imperative (command) dak satan !

dak satan !

Hortative (let...!) dak ghasatan

it's raining, it rained

it was raining (but not any
more)

it will rain, it's going to
rain

it was going to rain

it rains (every time)

it used to rain (every
time)

it can't rain

it might have rained

Rain!

Rain! (for an extended
period of time)

Let it rain!
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Admonitive (warning) dak ustan tse !

dak ustangha

Past Conditional dak satan (awe)

Future Conditional dak satanni (awe)

It must not rain. / It better

not rain.

lest it rain

when / after it rained

when / if it rains

Habitual Conditional dak ghasatanin (awe) whenever it rains
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Compound (Composite) Modes

The compound modes are formed by means of a small group of auxiliary verbs
that follow the main verb. These are:

Habitual nich (Coastal nuch)

Past Conditional mkw / nuk "after... (in the past)"

Future Conditional nikwni / nukni "when/if... (in the future)"

Habitual Conditional ghanigun / ghanugun "whenever... (every time)"

Only Imperfective and Future verb forms can be followed by these auxiliary
verbs. In this way we can construct eight compound modes (four Imperfective
and four Future).

Imperfective Habitual a.us'gi nlch
Imperfective + nlch

Decessive + nijm

Imperfective Past
Conditional
imperf + mkw / nuk

Imperfective Future
Conditional

imperf. + nikwni / nukni

a.us'gi nljm

a.us'gi nuk

a.us'gi nukni

washes it (every time)

after she washed it...

when / if she washes it
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1

1
. Imperfective Habitual
1 Conditional

imperf. + ghanigun /
1 ghanugun

a.us'gi ghanugun (awe) whenever she washes
it...

1 Future Habitual
future + nich

1

akghwa.us' nich is always going to wash it

I
Decessive

m
• future + nijin

akghwa.us' nljfn was going to wash it
(every time)

1 Future-in-the-Past
Conditional

1

akghwa.us' nuk (awe) when she was going to
wash it...

1
Future-in-the-Future

1 Conditional
akghwa.us' nukni (awe) if she is going to wash

it...

1 Future-in-the-Habitual
Conditional

1

1
1

akghwa.us' ghanugun whenever she is going to
wash it...

•

V.

1
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Epiaspects - Progressive

Introduction

The Progressive refers to motion in progress, an event in progress, or a state
coming into being.

ya nagut is going (along) •

ya nashix is running (along)

ya anajakh is killing it I
ya anat.at is carrying them (along) •

dak nastan it's starting to rain (dak wusitan - it's raining)

ya anatin is carrying it (along) 1
ke nak'en is getting good / better •

ya anaskwen is getting to know it (awsiku - knows it)

ya anaxhen is going along eating it (axha - is eating it) 1

The Progressive must begin with a directional preverb, usually ya, ye, or ke,
(but others may occur as well, such as dak .) If the verb root ends in a
consonant, the progressive stem is high short. If the verb root ends in a vowel,
the progressive stem is high long with suffix -n.
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Progressive (cont)

The Progressive is not a mode, but a higher category (epiaspect) which
combines with the various modes. (However, there is no Progressive Perfective.)
The Progressive Imperfectlve marker is na-. The progressive marker for the
rest of the modes is ga- (often contracted to k-, this replaces the conjugation
marker.) The conjugation of the verb is instead indicated by the choice of
directional preverb:

Conjugation
marker

zero

na-

gha-

ga-

Preverb in the

progressive

ya

ya

ye

ke

Example ofProgressives - to go along

Progressive ya nagut is going (walking along)
Imperfective

No Progressive Perfective

Progressive Future ya kghwagut will go / walk along
ga + u + gha + long high stem

Progressive Habitual ya gagutch goes, walks along (all the
time); is always going,
walking along
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Example of Progressives - to go along (cont)

Progressive Potential tl. ade ya kghwagudi can't be walking along/
ye (khusti) can't continue walking

along

Progressive Imperative ya gagu

Progressive Hortative ya kghagut

Progressive
Admonitive

Progressive Past
Conditional

Progressive Future
Conditional

ya gugut tse

ya gagut (awe)

ya gagutni (awe)

walk along! keep walking!

let him/her walk along/
keep walking

she/he better not keep
walking

when she/he went along
... / after she/he went
along ...

when she/he goes along
... / if she/he goes along

Progressive Habitual ya kghagudm (awe)... whenever she/he goes
Conditional along ..
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Types of Imperfectives

Introduction

There are many varieties of imperfectives. Many have stems with no suffix, but
many have imperfective suffixes;

-xh , -ch , -k{w), -t, -s', -x'(w), -t'

-xli

-cll

-k or -kw

-t

-s'

-x' or -x'w

-t'

basic Imperfective

repeated acts, repeated attempts

repeated acts (with preverbs such as ye and ke )

repeated acts (with yu ; in a few verbs without yu )

repeated blows (repeatedly hitting, striking, shooting)

persistent acts (such as sewing, sifting, shaking out,
rubbing, explaining, exhorting)

multiple acts or acting on multiple objects/people

multiple acts or acting on multiple objects/people

a.us'k is washing

repetitive Imperfective a.us'xh keeps washing it

ch'a ghegha
a.us'xh

keeps washing it in vain (it just
keeps getting dirty again)
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Types of Imperfectives (cont)

Perfective amiism

Progressive ya analsin

hid it

is hiding it (Progressive
Imperfective)

repetitive with -xli alsmxh, alsinch keeps hiding it

multiple with -x'

Perfective

Progressive

repetitive with -kw

multiple with -t'

aisfnx'

wuna

ya nanan

yu yanakw

is hiding (several, one here,
one there)

died

is dying

keeps dying

\ yu uwanagu a immortal one
(one that never dies)

has nat' they are dying off, one after
another
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1

1
Types of Imperfectives (cont)

m

1

• Each of these suffixed Imperfective verbs can generate its own set of modes,
_ • using the suffixed stem of the Imperfective. The conjugation marker of such
I derived Imperfective verbs is na-. For example:

•

1 "burn O
repeatedly, keep

1 "burn O" burning 0"
"burn

multiple 0"

• Imperfective is burning it asganxh asgant'

I Future aguxhsagan will burn it aguxhsaganxh aguxhsagant'

1 Imperative sagan burn it! nasganxh nasgant'

1 •Hortative ghatusagan let's burn it! naxhtusaganxh naxhtusagant'

I Future xhat sagaxhdu.axh people will hear my voice

I Future xhat sagaxhdu.axhch people will keep hearing my
• repetitive voice

1
•
•

1
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Verbs of Striking

Perfective awagwai punched it / her / him (once)

repetitive agwaft
imperfective with -t

punches it/him/her repeatedly; keeps
punching it/him/her (with a series of
blows)

repetitive agwaixh keeps punching it; keeps trying to
Imperfective with -xh punch it

Perfective awa.un

repetitive a.unt
Imperfective with -t

repetitive a.unxh
Imperfective with -xh

shot it

shoots (at) it repeatedly: keeps
shooting (at) it (with a series ofshots)

keeps trying to shoot it

Perfective awadzu hit it (by throwing something at it)

repetitive adzet
Imperfective with -t

repetitive adzexh
Imperfective with -xh

throws things (such as stones) at it
repeatedly: keeps throwing things at it
(with a series of throws)

keeps trying to hit it by throwing
things at it
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Verbs ofMissing

Perfective ayamligwalxha missed it (by punching, striking)

Perfective ayamsi.unxha missed it (by shooting)

Perfective ayamlidzexha missed it (by throwing something at it)
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb
With some verbs, a noun referring to a body part may be incorporated into the
verb as a prefix. For example, the noun ya "face" may be incorporated into the
theme:

0-_- .US'- (naact) washes O",

to give a new theme with ya- inserted after the object (0-)
O- ya-_- .US'- (naact) washes O's face".

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

aya.us'k is washing his/her face
(i.e. someone else's face)

ayawa.us' washed his/her face
(i.e. someone else's face)

yana.us' wash his/her face!
(i.e. someone else's face)

You can also say du ya a.us'k , du ya awa.us', du ya na.us', where the
body part noun is not incorporated into the verb.

From such verbs we can also form themes referring to acting on one's own
body. Such themes have no object: instead, the D- form of the classifier is used
to denote acting on oneseif. So, for example, we find

ya- _D- .US'-

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

(na act)

yada.us'k

yawdi.us'

yanida.us'

" _ washes his/her own face",

is washing his/her (own) face

washed his/her (own) face

wash your face!

You can also say du jm a.us'k , du jm awa.us', i jm na.us', where the body
part is not incorporated.
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb (cont)

Note that in jinida.Os', the subject i- (you) is required before the D- classifier.

ya - face

ji - hand(s)

xh'us - foot/feet

da - body

sha head

i ya na.us' wash your face!

yanida.us' wash your (own) face!
ya- (face) na- (conjugation) 1- (you) da- (classifier) .us'

wash his/her face!

wash your hands!

wash your feet!

wash your body!

wash your hair!

yana.us'

jinida.Os'

xh'usnida.us'

danida.us'

shanida.us'

As another example, from the theme

O- _ I- xash ~ (na act)

we get

O- sha- I- xash ~ (na act)

cuts O" (long, flexible object(s)
such as hair or grass)

_ cuts O's hair, _ gives O a
haircut"

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

ashataxashk

ashawlixash

shanalxash

is cutting his/her hair (someone
else's hair)

cut his/her hair (someone else's
hair)

cut his/her hair!
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb (cont)

For cutting one's own hair, we get

sha- _ D- I- xash ~ (na act)

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

shakashk

shawdlixash

shanilxash

cuts his/her own hair"

gives self a haircut"

is cutting his/her (own) hair

cut his/her (own) hair

cut your hair!

Here again, the noun doesn't have to be incorporated. So the following
sentences mean the same thing:

Axh sha nalxash.

Xhat shanalxash.

Cut my hair!

Give me a haircut!
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Some Incorporated Body Parts

noun meaning incorporated example
form

meaning

du ya his/her face ya-

du jm his/her hand ji-

du lu his/her nose iu-

du xh'e his/her mouth xh'a-

du da his/her body da-

yaghwena

jighwena

tughwena

xh'aghwena

daghwena

"face-wiper"
face cloth

"hand-wiper"
hand towel

"nose-wiper"
handkerchief

"mouth-wiper'
napkin

"body-wiper"
bath towel

Note: xh'a- is underlyingly xh'e-, as we see when it is lengthened, e.g.

axh'a.us'k is washing his/her face
but

tiel axh'e.us'k is not washing his/her face

Some noun compounds

du da

a da

du yada

a shu

a shuyada
a shuwada

a shuwadanaxh yawagut

his/her body

its circumference, "around it"

around his/her face

end of it

around the end of it,
circumventing it

went around it (an obstacle)
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Some noun compounds (cont)
du xh'ashuyadanaxh yawagut

du jishuyadanaxh yawagut

a shudaxh wugut

a shut a

coffee shut a

kayakhijet
from

a ka ye akhich at

daxh'kayakhijet
from

a daxh'ka ye akhich at

The modern forms of these words are:

kakhajet
kayaghijet

gamdan
gawdan

went around not to disturb his
speech (literally, around the end
of his/her mouth)

went around his/her workplace

went out before the end of it

"sitting at the end of it" i.e. sitting
down to it

sitting down to coffee

chair

"the thing on which people sit"

horse (obsolete word)

"the thing on the back of which
people sit"

chair (Teslin)
chair (Coastal)

horse (Teslin)
horse (Coastal)
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Introduction to Noun Classes

Many Tlingit verbs also have different themes referring to different classes of
objects, based on their physical appearance, their feel, and differences in the
way they are handled. The verb of washing that weare studying here is one of
these verbs.

The basic verb theme is modified in two different ways to indicate the class of
objects.

1. If the classifier is zero or D-, the classifier component s- or I- is added to
the basic classifier to indicate that the object is "complex", specifically that it is:

- an object with many strands (such as rope, seaweed, hair, grass or
animal flesh), or
- an object that branches out at one or both ends (such as a branch, a
feather or an arrow), or
- an object that has one ormore lines/strings/ropes attached to it (such as
an anchor, a fishing pole, ora spear or harpoon with a line attached), or
- an object that is made up of many pieces joined orwoven together (such
as a ladder, a fence, or a woven basket or bag), or
- a long flexible pole or a long skinny tree (such as a willow).

To indicate this class of "complex" objects, the classifier changes as follows:
zero t==> t- or s-

D- i=> D-t- or D-s-

2. The second way to modify the basic theme is to add one or more prefix. By far
the most common prefix is ka-.

ka- , referring to one or more small round objects (such as berries, fish
eggs, eggs, pebbles, marbles, or pennies), or to small objects with round
heads (such as pins, tacks, or nails)

wakh-ka- , referring specifically to a hoop or hoop-like object

ji-ka- plus s/1-, referring specifically to a long flexible object (such as a
rope, string or long slender pole).
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As seen in the following verb, the prefix ka- may be combined with the addition
of s/\- to the classifier so as to refer to a string of small round objects (such as a
string of beads, fish eggs in their skein, or a net line with buoys).

Verbs of washingdifferent kinds of objects

she/he washed the

awa.us' we kayani leaves

clothing

x'uw blanket

te stone

f- classifier refers to a long flexible object, astrand, or an object with multiple
strands or branchings

amii.us' we tix' rope

takh'ask seaweed

dux sinew (soft &flexible)

t'aw feather

dliy meat
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she/he washed the

ka- refers to (1) small round objects or (2) a container

akawa.us' we gux'a

S'lX'

kuch'et'a

k'wat'

kh'wati

kut'ax'a

tiekhw

ka-f- refers to a strand of small round objects

akamli.us' we kahakw

set

axhuwa.us' we s'lx'

cup

plate, dish

ball

egg

pot, cooking pan

marble

berry, berries

(skein of) fish eggs

necklace (string of
beads)

dishes
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Addendum

ayawa.us'

ajiwa.us'

ashawa.us'

adawa.us'

he washed her

face

hands

head / hair

(whole) body

Verbs of eating different kinds ofobjects

awaxha we

amsixha we

sakwnen

xhat

xhat xh'uxhu

dliy

wasus dliyi

t'asi

lakh'ask

candy

she/he ate the

bread, bannock

fish

fish flesh

meat

beef (cow flesh)

grayling

seaweed

candy (out of a bag)
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khusaxha khwan

akawaxha we

akamsixha we

Coastal - kakashxha

Interior - kasxha

kamdzixha

x'ax'

k'waf

tiekhw

k'unts'

kux

kahakw

she/he ate the...

cannibal, "person-eating
tribe"

apple

egg

berry / berries / fruit

potato

rice

fish eggs

is eating berries off the
bush

ate berries off the bush
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Verbs of cooking different kinds of objects

As another example, let us take the verb
O- 0- .i (0 conjugation) "O gets cooked, Ocooks (as food)"

It is cooked

uwa.T of ordinary objects

w'Jsi.T of complex objects, such as seaweed, spaghetti
or animal flesh

of small round objects, such as eggs, peas, or
potatoes

kawsi.i of a string of small round objects, such as a
skein of fish eggs

The causative form of this verb is

O- _.s- .1 (0 conjugation) cooks O"

Since this causative theme already has the classifier s-, it can be modified only
by adding the prefix ka-.

She/he cooked it

swsi.i of ordinary objects or of complex objects

akawsi.i of small round objects or a string of small round
objects
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Participants in Tlingit Session
September 11-13, 2006

Name Mailing Address Phone / Email

Ms. Margaret Bob Native Language Instructor
Teslin School

Box 16

Teslin, Yukon YOA IBO

W. 390-2570

Mr. Andre Bourcier Linguist
YNLC, Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A5K4

W. 668-8878

abourcier@ynlc.ca

Ms. Ida Calmegane Box 23

Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO
H. 399-3201

Ms. Sarah Charlie 64 Grizzly Circle
Whitehorse, Yukon Y lA 6J3

H. 393-2991

jinkoosee@northwestel .net

Ms. Bessie Cooley Native Language Instructor
Teslin School

Box 16

Teslin, Yukon YOA IBO

H. 390-2527

W. 390-2570

bcooley@northwestel .net

Ms. Ada Haskin Box 323

Skagway,AK 99840
H. 907-983-2484

Ms. Jo-Anne Johnson Rural Programs Coordinator
YNLC, Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A5K4

W. 668-8822

jjohnson@ynlc.ca

Dr. Jeff Leer Alaska Native Language Center
P.O. Box 757680

Fairbanks AK 99775-7680

W. 907-474-7874

jleer@earthlink.net
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Name Mailing Address Phone / Email

Mr. John Ritter Director

YNLC, Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 5K4

W. 668-8820

jritter@yknet.ca

Ms. Emma Sam Box 31681

Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A6L3

H. 667-6912

Ms. Pauline Sidney Box 210

Teslin, Yukon

YOA IBO

H. 334-8093 cell

W. 390-2532 ext. 246

Ms. Mamie Smith Native Language Instructor
Ghuch Tla Community School
Carcross, Yukon
YOB IBO

H. 821-3408

W. 821-2929
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Schedule

Monday Sep 11 Tuesday Sep 12 Wednesday Sep 13

9:00 Opening Prayer - Ida
Calmegane

Alphabet

History of Writing
Systems

Verb Modes (cont):
Potential

hnperative

Review of Simple Verb
Modes

10:45 History of Writing
Systems (cont)

Verb Modes (cont):
Hortative

Composite Modes

Progressives

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Verb Modes:

Imperfective
Perfective

Verb Modes (cont):
Circumstantial

Admonitive

Types of Imperfectives

2:45 Verb Modes (cont):
Future

Verb Modes (cont):
Realizational

Progressive

Verbs of Washing

Verbs of Eating
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Tlingit Vowel Chart
T - Teslin, C - Carcross, A - Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, I and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark) X
yv

ch'a
just

a

that, there
a, 9
yes

a

sitting, lake

de
already

te

rock
de

trail, road
de

enough
m

1

your
\\

don't
di
tea

1

yuck!

tsu
again

tsu

also, too

ho ho
thank you

gishCi (T, A)
geshu (C)

pig

nashu
extends

aho
/ don't want to

(coast: 1understand)



Labial |
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Tlingit Consonant Chart
Velar

middle of tongue against
roof of mouth

Stops
(stop off the breath)

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

rounded rounded rounded
(rare)

fNote* 2.^
Plain da

weasel

diet

snow

dzet

ladder,
bridge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gan

firewood
gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwan
tie it into a

bow

nay.a

{youfolks)
so!

ana.wech
usually) wem\

it
Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta

sleep
tla

mother

tsats

bear root,
hedysarum

chan

mother-in-

law

kani
brother/sist
er-in-law

kvt'ey
mark,

landmark

kha

man

khwan

people
from

aHi

Glottalized
eleased with a
topping sound

t'a

king
salmon

tl'atk

earth,
ground

ts'ats'i

bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'mk'

fermented
fish heads

k'wat'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atet
pitcher

kh'watl
pot

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating fri ction)

Plain

1 A.A. I • 1

m

fireweed
sa

name

sha

mountain

xixch'

frog
xwe

whew!

xhat

me, I
xhwagut
/ went

has
they, them

ya-

nahwen
is swim-

YyilVtO /I J/~iyi rjGlottalized
with vocal

chords closed

t'ak

dress

s'ikh

smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'

apple
x'wan
longjohns

xh'e

mouth

xh'wal'
down

feathers

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

Nonnasal

ma-sa?

how?
(Note 2)

na'

here; take
it

daleyi
trout

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

*Note2: m doesnotoccurin theCarcross dialect
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Page

100. top: Mamie Smith, Ada Haskin, Emma Sam, Sarah Charlie, Jeff
Leer

bottom: Bessie Cooley, Mamie Smith

101. top: Emma Sam, Sarah Charlie, Nigel Charlie, Jeff Leer

bottom left: Nigel Charlie

bottom right: Emma Sam, Nigel Charlie, Sarah Charlie, Jeff Leer

102. top: Ida Calmegane, Jeff Leer, Mamie Smith

bottom left: Ida Calmegane, Jeff Leer

bottom right: Nigel Charlie, Sarah Charlie

103. standing: Sarah Charlie, Nigel Charlie, Emma Sam, Jeff Leer, Josephine
Holloway, Pauline Sydney, Margaret Bob

seated: Ida Calmegane, Bessie Cooley, Mamie Smith, Ada Haskin
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